Figures S1 to S9

1) Realism of the slab experiments
The difference in organization (Figure 1 and S1) and convective aggregation (see section 5) between the two types of slab experiments (with and without SST gradients) raises the question of their respective realism. Since the organization of convection in the experiments without SST gradients resembles what is found in the prescribed, fixed and uniform SST setup at high SST, we compare the slab experiments with the 303 K prescribed and uniform SST simulation from Coppin and Bony [2015] .
To discuss the similarities with less idealized configurations, we use the simulations aquaplanet AquaControl +4K [Medeiros et al., 2008] and Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP, [Gates, 1992] ) AMIP +4K simulations run with the same version of the model (IPSL-CM5A-LR). Only the tropics and tropical oceans are used for Aqua4K and AMIP4K respectively. These simulations, as well as the 303 K simulation are chosen to get the global mean surface temperature as close as possible across configurations (global mean surface temperatures are listed in Figure S2a ).
The similarities in the large-scale circulation are investigated with the probability density function (PDF) of the mean vertical velocity calculated over the troposphere. Figure S1 . a) Snapshots of cloud cover (color) and wind (arrow) for different time steps separated by one month (same as in Figure 1 ) for simulation 2xCO 2 ; b) Same as a) for simulation 1xCO 2 uni.
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The profiles of temperature, relative humidity and cloud fraction in ascending and subsiding regimes for 2xCO 2 , 1xCO 2 uni, the 303 K simulation, AMIP4K and Aqua4K are also shown ( Figure S2b ). As expected from their similar organization of convection (see Figure   1b and Figure 1 from Bony et al. [2016] ), 1xCO 2 uni and the prescribed and uniform SST simulation have an almost identical PDF of the mean vertical velocity, which we interpret as the same large-scale circulation. On the other hand, even if the PDF of 2xCO 2 has a strong maximum near 20 hPa/day, it is more representative of the less idealized configurations.
Considering their simplifications, the three RCE experiments reproduce reasonably well the temperature, humidity and cloud fraction in both ascending and subsiding regimes. Once again, 2xCO 2 seems a bit closer to the less idealized configurations, especially for the cloud fraction. But it also keeps the RH profile specific to RCE in the subsiding regions.
In summary, at least for the range of SST reached after a doubling of CO 2 in our slab experiments, the interactive SST simulation shares a lot more similarities with less idealized configurations than the slab experiment with uniform SST. The latter is much more similar to the simulations from the prescribed and uniform SST setup.
2) Ensembles of simulations
This section provides evidence that the individual simulations shown in the main article are representative of their ensemble. These ensembles support the main conclusions of the paper. 
